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MSUM veterans affected by deployment

BY JENESSA MCALLISTER
Copy Editor

BY KELSEY ROSETH
Staff Writer

Deployment
can’t
be
stereotyped. A number of
factors contribute to the overall
deployment experience, and
many soldiers find it a positive
one.
“We had a really good
working relationship with our
local populous,” said MSUM
veteran Joe Butler about his time
in Iraq. Butler was responsible
for tracking insurgents and
doing detainee operations, but
also providing humanitarian aid
(such as building schools and
rebuilding towns) to the area
around Al Taqqadum Airbase,
where he was stationed.
“They (the locals) generally
accepted us,” Butler said, “If
bad guys would come and plant
bombs, they would help, and tell
us where they were.”
Butler helped resructure the
local police force, allowing him
to see positive growth in the
community.
“When (you) realize they can
finally stand up for themselves,
you start seeing forward
progress,” Butler said. “A lot
of people don’t understand how
unstable Iraq’s economy is. We
protect them and give them a
feeling of security, so they can
protect their own economy. It is
necessary.”
Butler said a strong desire to
help the locals breaks down to
basic courtesy.
“I have witnessed mass
genocide in two different
countries now and mass graves
that make your spine tingle,”

Joe Butler
Junior, social work
Rank: Sergeant E-5
Unit: Able Company 2/136 Combined Arms
Battalion
Military Job: Vehicle Commander
Deployment: 2003-04 Bosnia (11 months),
October 2005 - September 2007 Al
Taqqadum Airbase, Iraq
Purpose: humanitarian missions, detainee
operations
Hometown: Frazee, Minn.
Butler said. “Sometimes you
need to play big brother to step
in there. Why wouldn’t you want
to stop that? I mean, can you
stand on the street and watch
someone get beat up, or do you
do something about it?”
While Butler was able to help
develop the community, other
deployed soldiers faced hesitant
communities. MSUM veteran Jeff
Stine covered missions in Iraq
from convoy security and sniper
operations to local censuses and

Travis Naab

Senior, graphic communications
Rank: Sergeant E-5
Unit: Able Company 2/136
Combined Arms Battalion
Military Job: Battalion Supply
Sergeant
Deployment: April 2009 - April
2010 in Kuwait
Purpose: convoy escort missions
in Iraq
Hometown: Cottonwood, Minn.

village mapping. Stine was also
trying to assist Iraq in getting
back on track, yet he faced a
different set of challenges.
“They (locals) always seemed
to be friendly,” Stine said, “but
really you couldn’t trust anyone.”
Stine was excited to go
overseas at first, but it only took
a few minutes for the reality
of deployment to sink in. The
situations he experienced were
very nerve-wracking for Stine.
He was responsible for leading

Szymanski: “I didn’t get a bonus”

BY MATT LEINGANG
Opinion Editor

In the wake of criticism
concerning the recent incentives
paid to college and university
presidents by the Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities

American Crystal
saves Fourth of
July fireworks

system,
MSUM
President
Edna Szymanski explained that
the money she received was a
contractual obligation.
“The board believes very
strongly that people should be
held accountable,” Szymanski
said, “That’s why they structured
it (the performance pay system)
this way, so that presidents who
aren’t doing a good job aren’t
going to get the full amount.”
Under the terms of their
contracts, the presidents and
vice chancellors are eligible for
performance pay of up to $15,000
contingent on their college’s
progress toward achieving system
goals.
A
MnSCU press release
outlined goal achievements
in increasing the retention and
graduation rates of underrepresented students and increasing
enrollment in science, technol-

ogy, engineering and math. The
press release also cited continued
progress toward serving dislocated workers, resource management, continuous improvement
and energy conservation.
The performance-pay system
has been heavily criticized as
unfair to college and university
faculty and staff.
“The problem that I’m dealing
with right now is that everyone
feels like I got a bonus,”
Szymanski said, “I didn’t get
a bonus. I give more to this
institution than I do the after-tax
“bonus,” in terms of what I give
to the institution for scholarships
and other things. It’s not a bonus,
it’s a public relations nightmare.”

Leingang can be reached at
leingama@mnstate.edu

his battalion in making decisions,
something that is a stressful
job when you are searching for
improvised explosive devices, or
IEDs.
“When I was finally done and
I crossed the gate, I was almost
in tears,” Stine said. “I felt the
weight of the world off of my
shoulders, and I didn’t have to go
back anymore.”
MSUM veteran Travis Naab
was stationed in Kuwait as a
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Due to budget contraints at
both the university and state
levels, MSUM’s Fourth of July
fireworks display was thought to
be cut from the 2011 celebration.
But thanks to an unexpected
and generous donation from a
local company, American Crystal
Sugar Company, the show will
go on.
“It came out of the blue,”
said MSUM’s public relations
manager, Doug Hamilton. “David
Berg, who is the CEO of American
Crystal Sugar Company, called
one of our development officers
a couple weeks ago, and said
that American Crystal Sugar
Company would like to donate
$10,000 toward the fireworks
celebration for the Fourth of
July this year. That pleased us
greatly.”
A successful growing season
is one of the reasons that the
company made the decision to
donate, said American Crystal’s
public relations manager, Jeff
Schweitzer.
“American Crystal is coming
off of a really good crop year
in terms of the quality of the
crop, and the anticipated
revenue derived from the crop,”
Schweitzer said. “When we
have a good year we’re certainly
willing to share the benefits of
it.”
Since the sugar beet commodity
is plays such a big role in the
Red River Valley, American
Crystal keeps its donations
local. According to Schweitzer,
the company extends about
$350,000 to about 170 regional
organizations annually.
“American Crystal, in its
philanthropic effort, tries to
get involved with the various
communities in which we
operate,” Schweitzer said.
“Moorhead is a very important
community to American Crystal.
We try to spread around the
money we have designated to the
different communities in which
we live, work and operate our
business.”
Both Schweitzer and CEO
David Berg are alumni of MSUM,
but said that was not the reason
for the donation.
“What the university does for
the community is it provides
a great outlet for families and
citizens and the fireworks
display lets them enjoy a good
old-fashioned Fourth of July
celebration,” Schweitzer said. “If
we can help with that by funding
it we’d be happy to do so.”
Hamilton said that the
university as a whole is excited
about the donation. “We’re
tickled pink about it.”
McAllister can be reached at
mcallistje@mnstate.edu
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C

International
ampus Briefs
alendar

11.11-11.17

11.11 8a.m.-3p.m. Music Industry
Summit CA 160
Noon-1p.m. American Indian
Heritage Conference CMU
7:30-8:30p.m. Office Fan Club
CMU
11.12 8a.m.-4p.m. Visit Day CMU
10:30-11:30a.m. Preview Day
CB 210
11.13 8:30a.m.-12:30p.m. Mathematics
Testing
11:30a.m.-1:30p.m. Retired
Teachers Luncheon CMU
11.14 2-3p.m. Space Dreams:
Humanity’s Eternal Quest BR 167
4-8p.m. Admissions Calling
Night
11.15 5:30-7:30p.m. A Teacher’s Job
Search CMU 205
5-8p.m. Bill Miller WE 106
11.16 10-11a.m. The Frog Princess
CA 121
1-2p.m. The Frog Princess CA
121
7-8:30p.m. Biochemistry &
Biotechnology Seminar SL 118
11.17 9am.-3p.m. Fall Flu Clinic for
Students CA 149
6:30-8p.m. Visiting Scholar
Reception CMU 101
7:30-9p.m. The Cost of Living
WE 106A
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Haiti braces for
more Cholera

Haiti is preparing to deal with
a renewed cholera outbreak after
it was hit by Hurricane Tomas
over the weekend. The official
death toll currently stands at 544,
with over 8,000 confirmed cases,
and is expected to rise further as
the heavy rain caused latrines
and septic tanks to overflow
and possibly contaminate the
drinking-water supplies.
Until now, the epidemic had
been largely contained in the
Artibonite and Central Plateau
regions. But on Monday, doctors
confirmed the first case to
originate and develop entirely in
the capital of Port-au-Prince in
a 3-year-old boy. The slums that
house most of the city’s residents
are especially at risk. “The quick
solution is management,” said
Haiti’s environment minister.
“Management meaning that you
have a structure in place, but the
structure was not conceived with
the slums in mind.”

Arnold OK’s pot on
Leno

Outgoing California Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger told Jay
Leno Monday night that it was
the wording that brought down
Prop 19, not the idea. The Tonight
Show crowd cheered when Leno
then mentioned a new California
law that reduces the punishment
for anyone in the state carrying
up to one ounce of pot to a $100
fine. “No one cares if you smoke
a joint or not,” Schwarzenegger
told Leno. The fine brings potpossession down to the level of a
speeding ticket.

MSUM
Briefs

Security Update
Interim Director of Public Safety

Mitch Osland

Passport drive
As part of International Education
week, MSUM is sponsoring a
passport drive on Nov. 17. From 10
a.m. - 1 p.m. A U.S. Postal Service
passport specialist will be on campus
to process applications. You can
also have your passport photos taken
on that day. To obtain a passport,
you need to bring a certified birth
certificate or naturalization certificate,
and an additional form of ID (such as
a driver’s license). There will be
application forms available on-site,
or you can print one off of the web
(http://travel.state.gov/passport/). Do
not sign the application in advance.
The current passport application and
renewal fees are also listed on the
web site. Contact Janet Haak in
study abroad with any questions at
haak@mnstate.edu.

2011-2012
MSUM Upper
Class Scholarship

To recieve the upper class
scholarship,
students
must
meet the following criteria:
- Applicants must be seeking
their first undergraduate degree.
- Applicants must be a currently
enrolled student at MSUM who
has completed at least 12 MSUM
credits by the end of the current
fall semester with a minimum
cumulative GPA of 3.25.
- Applicants must be enrolled for
a minimum of 12 credit hours
per semester at MSUM in order
to receive their scholarship.
- Not graduating by summer 2011 or
before.
Applications are available on the
financial aid website: www.mnstate.
edu/finaid/upperclassscholarship
app.pdf
Faculty/Staff recommendation
form is also available on the
financial aid website: www.
mnstate.edu/finaid/upperclass
recommendation form.pdf.

A non-student was trespassed
from campus after sending a
disturbing email to a professor
on Nov. 1.
A smoking violation was
filed from Lot S on Nov. 1.
The individual was referred to
campus judicial.
An elevator emergency
occured in MacLean Hall on
Nov. 1 of a female being stuck
between floors. Maintenance
was called and was able to free
the female.
A male was found passed out
in the lobby of South Snarr on
Nov. 1. The man was transported
to the hospital and referred to
campus judicial.
Two individuals were referred
to campus judicial for smoking
in South Snarr on Nov. 2

Copyright 2010, The Advocate.
The Advocate is always looking for talented
writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators. Meetings are held at 2:30 p.m. every
Monday in CMU 110.
Contact the editor for more information or
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A report of someone pointing
a laser light at a Public Safety
officer while on patrol by the
Science Lab was reported on
Nov. 4. No one was located.
An individual was cited by the
Moorhead Police Department
for minor in consumption
on Nov. 5. Four others were
referred to campus judicial for
non-compliance of university
officials outisde of Murray
Commons.
Two individuals were referred
to campus judicial for smoking
in a dorm room in West Snarr
on Nov. 5.
A vehicle vandalism was
reported in Lot E on Nov. 5.

Alcohol was located in the
back seat of a vehicle in Lot P
on Nov. 3. Public Safety was
unable to locate the owner and
the issue was handed over to
campus judicial.

A male was cited for minor in
consumption by the Moorhead
Police Department in Holmquist
on Nov. 6. The man was referred
to campus judicial.

A parking permit was reported
stolen from a vehicle in Lot F
on Nov. 3.
A male with chest pains at
Hendrix Health was transported
to the local hospital on Nov. 4.
An unfounded odor complaint
in South Snarr was reported on
Nov. 4.

Earn $120 this week
Donate your plasma to help save the lives of patients worldwide.
Your first week, you can earn $60 for the first donation and $60
for the second donation. Call today for a donation appointment.

800 Holiday Drive, Suite 140
Moorhead, MN
(218) 287-2700
www.talecrisplasma.com

Monday and Saturday

Tuesday and Thursday

Wednesday

Friday

8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

6:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

A valid photo I.D. , proof of your current address and your
Social Security or immigration card are required to donate.

An elevator emergency was
reported in Nelson on Nov.
4. No one was found in the
elevator. Maintenance placed
an “out of order” sign on the
elevator doors.

An intoxicated individual was
seen running through campus
on Nov. 3. The Moorhead
Police Department responded
and assisted the male in locating
a ride home since he was of age.

“A bun dance.”
The Advocate is prepared for publication
by Minnesota State University Moorhead
students and is printed by Davon Press, West
Fargo, N.D.
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Theft of a saxophone from a
practice room in the Center for
Arts was reported on Nov. 5.

Two individuals were referred
to campus judicial for alcohol
offenses in Holmquist on Nov.
6.
A female was cited by the
Moorhead Police Department
for minor in consumption in
Holmquist on Nov. 7. She was
referred to campus judicial.

A&E
MSUM screens film that addresses homophobic bullying
Page 3, The Advocate

BY CONOR HOLT
Staff Writer

Thanks to the efforts of an
MSUM professor, a British film
about gay university students
dealing with bullying got a
special screening at MSUM.
Film professor Ray Rea organized
the screening of the film “FIT”
last Friday night, which also
featured a panel discussion about
homophobic bullying.
“FIT” is about students in a
university hip-hop dance class
who struggle with homophobic
bullying; some students are the
bullies and some are the bullied.
The film follows each of the
characters as they come to gripws
with who they are and how they
view themselves and each other.

Thursday, Nov. 11, 2010

Rea saw the film at the San
Francisco International LGBT
Film Festival, where he had one
of his own films screened. As an
invited filmmaker, Rea received
a free pass to any one film also
showing at the festival. Looking
at the list of films, “FIT” happened
to catch his eye; the topic of
homophobic bullying, as well as
being a British film, intrigued him.
Rea loved the film for its
complex characters and thorough
exploration of young people
struggling with their sexuality.
He felt it would be an excellent
film to show at MSUM.
Upon researching the film, Rea
discovered it had been made by
Stonewall, a LGBT charity, as
a teaching device for schools in

the U.K. Rea e-mailed Stonewall
about bringing it to MSUM.
While at first reluctant, Stonewall
agreed, and gave their consent for
the screening.
When he started publicizing the
event, Rea mentioned it to Josh
Boschee of the High Plains Reader.
Boschee was excited about the
film, and offered to organize a
panel discussion after the film to
talk about homophobic bullying
here in the Fargo-Moorhead area.
“FIT” is a fascinating film, well
acted and thoroughly interesting.
While partly bound to a typical
inspirational teacher formula, it
manages to feel real and raw.
One of the best parts of the film is
the variety of characters, such as
straight students who are rumored

Conan O’Brien makes long-awaited return
BY AARON LEHMAN
Staff Writer

Nine months and 17 days
passed until Conan O’Brien
premiered before the world again
after his unfortunate dismissal
from NBC on Jan. 22. Six
months and 28 days after his
expulsion, TBS teased us with
the first ever ad for his new
show: “Conan.”
Two months passed, and the
worrisome questions arose:
“Will it be the same since ‘Late
Night’ and ‘Tonight Show’
at NBC?” “Will we ever see
the masturbating bear again?”
“Will Andy Richter get to sit
on the couch and espouse witty
comments with Conan?” Set
aside those trivial anxieties
ladies and germs.

Why? Because O’Brien never
changed since he got the ugly
axe from a certain Mr. Jeff
Zucker. And that, lovelies, is a
beautiful thing.
The cold opening of the show
is what fans hoped for (and
expected): a sketch poking fun
at O’Brien’s redundancy from
NBC and his efforts at securing
certain jobs.
A parody of “The Godfather”
sneaked its way into the sketch,
playing up the scene in which
mobsters
execute
Sonny
Corleone at the Jersey tollstation (NBC cronies execute
O’Brien at the guard station on
the NBC lot, but is killed in a
much more hyperbolic manner).
The sketch ends with O’Brien
facing TBS executive in a

3OH!3 fills The Venue

boardroom, and they slid a
piece of paper with an enticing
offer toward him: “Less...much
less.” After the sketch, O’Brien
emerged from the curtains and
performed his ever-popular
“puppet dance.”
Even with a more modest
studio space compared to his
“Tonight Show” studio, his
personality takes over that room
and wins the crowd over with
his charm.
Sadly, Max Weinberg is not
with O’Brien at TBS, but the
rest of the usual band is in
attendance.
The guests for the first
evening included Seth Rogen,
promoting his film, “The Green
Hornet;” Lea Michele of “Glee;”
Jack White as the musical guest
(along with O’Brien performing
on guitar); and mystery guest,
Arlene Wagner, the curator of
the Leavenworth Nutcracker
Museum.
It seemed that fans expected
more raunchy humor from the
new show (basic cable offers
that leeway), but O’Brien didn’t
go that far. He doesn’t need to.
If the jokes call for such humor,
he’ll use it accordingly.
He was at NBC for 17 years
and certainly got away with
hundreds, even thousands of
jokes that were definitely risqué.
O’Brien started out as a writer
for “SNL,” “The Simpsons,”
and was editor for The Harvard
Lampoon at Harvard University;
don’t expect an immediate
response with gross-out humor
just because he is on basic cable.
His absence hurt as we were
left with Letterman, Leno and
Fallon.
Months passed, seasons
changed, and America went
through a tumultuous midtermelection; it was about time we
got a break.
Mr. O’Brien, welcome back to
late night. We missed you.

KayLee Osowski / The Advocate
3OH!3 played last Saturday at The Venue at The Hub in Fargo.

Lehman can be reached at
lehmanaa@mnstate.edu

to be gay, and gay students who
struggle to hide their sexuality.
That complexity sets the film
apart.
The screening was quite topical
due to the recent swath of gay
teenage suicide, even though Rea
had arranged the screening before
the media reports. Rea wanted
to show the film because of its
complicated subject.
“I think film is a really good
medium for opening discussions,”
Rea said.
After the film, a panel of local
speakers, including researchers of
homophobic bullying, discussed
the film and how it reflected their
research and their own experiences
with homophobic bullying.
The panel discussion covered

a lot of ground on the subject of
bullying of gays and lesbians in
schools, and several members of
the audience had questions of their
own and added to the discussion.
Lacey Scheelk, a member of
MSUM’s GSA who spoke on the
panel, really enjoyed the film.
“It was a wonderful film,”
Scheelk said. “It was a very good
portrayal of how bullying goes
on.”
Rea and Boschee will be
sending a positive report back
to Stonewall charity on how the
screening went.

Holt can be reached at
holtco@mnstate.edu
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Opinion

Advocate Editorial Board

A flaw in the system

While all system employees have their salaries
frozen for two years, MnSCU is spending $415,875
on performance incentives for presidents and other
administrators. President Edna Szymanski received an
incentive of $12,750.
Her response to this incentive: “I have no choice...I
would be fired if I declined it. I would also be fired if I
gave it to the foundation.”
We are not aware of any policy that allows for a
faculty member to be fired because they did not take
a pay bonus. We would like to know what policy she
would be violating that would yield such a drastic
result.
More importantly, if that’s the way the system is
structured, the system needs to change.
“The board chooses how they do our pay packages,”
Szymanski said to an InForum reporter. “My job is
just to continue moving the system and the institution
forward.”
She’s already receiving $225,000 to move the system
forward. The bonus is a part of a contractual obligation
and President Szymanski may not have much control
over it. But we believe this contract has major flaws
that need to be changed immediately in order to better
serve the students.
Szymanski said she’d be striving to meet the goals
regardless of the promise of a bonus. “People should be
fired if they don’t achieve the goals,” Szymanski said.
We agree. When times are good, bonuses are fine. But
when times are challenging, like they are now, bonuses
are inappropriate. Instead of rewarding presidents who
meet the goals, get rid of those who fail to meet them.
If a president needs an incentive to meet a goal, perhaps
they aren’t the right person for the job.
Director of Marketing Pat Staples took a different
stance on the issue, diminishing the monetary value of
the bonus. “My perspective is pennies,” Staples said.
“It’s pennies.” It’s hard for us, as college students, to
see nearly $13,000 as “pennies.” We have a feeling the
foundation, and those with frozen salaries, would feel
the same.
It’s apparent that this system of performance-based
pay is not the right move. It hurts faculty morale and
in the end the students and ultimately the entire system
suffers.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed and
must include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office

COSMETOLOGY | ESTHETICS | NAIL TECHNOLOGY | MASSAGE THERAPY

DAY & eveninG
courses AvAiLABLe
Financial aid available for students who qualify.

Admissions
Menu of services
$11
701.478.1772 x104 Haircut
Color
$25
Highlights
$35
Appointments
Manicure
$15
Pedicure
$21
701.451.9100
Facial Treatment
$20
www.tspaFargo.com
All services performed by supervised students.
Above starting prices above may vary according
to student level.
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Voice to the voiceless
BY TARA SCHUELLER
Columnist

While looking though the
MSUM Sexuality column blog,
I (finally) noticed that one of the
articles, “Time to Recognize,”
had a comment. Firstly, let me
say that I’m thrilled that someone
is looking at the blog. Yay social
networking!
The following is the response
posted on Oct. 8, by an unnamed
source: “While I do think people
are ill informed about the GSA
club on campus, I also think
there is a sort of exclusionary
feel toward the Rainbow Room.
I have felt a little bit as though
I need an invitation to come and
talk and hang out or whatever,
since I’m not gay myself. I think
this is often the emotion of the
other students. I would maybe go
so far as to say some people may
just be intimidated because of a
lack of knowledge or information
about the GLBTQAI community
on campus. Maybe part of
making the GSA club more
visible and accepted on campus
is emphasizing that GSA is about
giving a voice to the voiceless and
empowering those who have been
systematically disempowered.
This means anyone who has a

strong conviction toward this
line of thinking can join or get
involved.”
I’m much obliged, unnamed
source, for this thought out
response. Furthermore, I’m
delighted that you spoke up
because this topic has been at
the back of my mind for months
and has just now found its outlet
thanks to you. I myself admit to
having fallen victim to what I
like to call “the Rainbow Wall.”
The Wall is a conscious, and
sometimes subconscious, fear
that prevents people from asking
questions about or entering into
the Rainbow Room. It is the
invisible uncertainty that keeps
students at an arms length.
So, let me say now that
the Rainbow Room and the
Gay Straight Alliance is for
EVERYONE. We don’t have
some quasi high tech gaydar
system that sniffs out and rejects
the straight people. The club and
the Room are communities for
every person on this campus.
To hit this point home, in a
recent meeting with housing
representative Nina Johnson
we discussed the addition of
a GSA table to the visit day
receptions starting this Friday for
new students, as well a short
informational meeting with

the Dragon ambassadors in
December.
Until then though—unnamed
source, readers—I extend a
personal invitation from me to
you. Please stop by whenever
you see the door open, Rainbow
flag in view. Want to do more
than lounge on the couches, surf
the web, or read from the Rooms
persona LGBT library? Drop in
on a club meeting and come see
us on Tuesdays at 6 p.m. Club
matters are discussed for the first
hour or so but many of us stay
around and shoot the breeze till 9
p.m. That’s a three-hour window
of opportunity!
I’ll say it again; straight people
are welcome. If you assume that
everyone allowed in the Rainbow
Room has to be gay or lesbian
and that’s what’s keeping you
from going inside, you’re sorely
mistaken and you’re missing
out on meeting some really
great people. It doesn’t matter
what gender’s hand you chose
to hold, everyone has a voice in
the Rainbow Room. Thanks for
reading and I hope to see you
soon. Stay curious!
Schueller can be reached at
schuelleta@mnstate.edu

A guide to staying motivated
BY ALEXANDER HOLMQUIST
Columnist

Motivation. It is not a physical
thing that you can store up for
when you need it. Abstract as
it is, motivation is definitely
something people need, especially
college students.
But what do you do when it’s
gone? Last week, I suddenly lost
almost all motivation for doing
anything constructive. I wondered
why this was happening to me.
Then I heard it faintly over the
horizon, the sound of winter
approaching.
Winter is on its way, and with
it comes seasonal depression.
Seasonal depression draws the
life out of those it affects. When
you’re not making snow forts, it
can be hard to motivate yourself
to do anything, especially
homework. Some days you’ll
wake up and seriously wonder if
you should get out of bed or not.

Do not panic! I am a seasonal
depression survivor, and I will
share with you my tactics for
battling this frosty foe.
Exercise is the first defense.
Feeling blue? Take a walk. If I go
a long time without a walk I get
depressed. It helps to get outside
and get a change in scenery;
after all, sitting in your dorm
room isn’t the most stimulating
way to live. It does get cold in
the winter, so make sure you
check out the climate-controlled
Fitness Center. I always feel
motivated after a good work out...
assuming I don’t keel over from
exhaustion. Know your limits,
young grasshopper.
Diet affects motivation as well.
Fruits and vegetables can help
you feel like you aren’t poisoning
your body. It makes you think
you’re a good person, at least
to yourself. Winter does has a
nasty habit of killing vegetables,
however. You can still take
vitamins, and at least pretend
they are vegetables.

There are methods like
listening to music and browsing
the internet. Upbeat music is
generally better than slow,
depressing music, and the internet
isn’t always reliable, so make
sure there is something else you
can do in case it goes out.
If it comes down to it, make up
your own holidays. You won’t
have to worry about getting
them publicly recognized; just
get some friends together and
do something fun or weird. Why
should Christmas always invade
July? Celebrate the Fourth of July
in December for a change.
You can do pretty much
anything to get your mood up and
motivate yourself. But the moral
of the story is that you have to do
something. That’s the best advice
I can give you. Maybe somebody
else has better advice, in which
case I want to hear it.
Holmquist can be reached at
holmquisal@mnstate.edu
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MSUM parking needs to
play catch up, student says
As of the 2009-2010 school year, MSUM
enrollment reached one of its highest points between
7 and 8 thousand students. This year they expect
the number to top that. The campus parking for
commuter students has not changed to allow for
the increase in people. This becomes a problem for
students with schedules that make so they cannot
be on campus before the rush comes around 10 or
11 am. After these times it is nearly impossible and
highly improbably that a commuting student will
actually find a parking spot before their class begins
or even at all.
As a person who has limited time to spare, arriving
45 minutes to an hour before class simply to grab a
parking spot makes for a frustrating experience
everyday. There is no reason that commuters should
get the short end of the stick just because they have
some reason for not living on campus. There is an
over abundance of parking for those residents of
MSUM dorms, but why? Many simply park their
car and leave it for weeks and some do not even
have cars. Where as in the definition of a commuter,
we actually have cars and use them to get to class.
It is unfair for a commuter to buy a permit before
classes begin just to park 8 blocks from campus
because their first option of parking, which is in a
lot, is all filled up. And their second option, which
is parking on a side street, has so many rules that
about half of the street side options do not allow
parking during school hours!
I am simply amazed that there has not been
anything done about this problem. A friend told
me that in the tours on campus the tour guides
actually tell the new students that there is no parking
problem at MSUM. This is lying to them when
it specifically says that a parking permit does not
guarantee a parking spot.
Right across the river at NDSU they have recently
made deals with the city and the surrounding
residential areas to allow for overflow parking on
nearby streets while they work to create more lots.
They have done what they can to accommodate the
commuters, not ignore the problem so blatantly as
MSUM seems to do.
I am sick of having to leave for class up to an hour
before they start just so I can maybe get a spot. I am
sick of parking miles away when I paid good money
for a parking pass which is supposed to give me
better options than those without passes. There were
cars closer to campus without parking passes. It was
not even worth the money. It’s enough to make a

person demand a refund. There is no way that I am
alone on this subject either. A student who wishes to
remain nameless was quoted as saying, “It is a battle
to the death for commuter parking. Once there is a
free spot it’s a free-for-all to get it. No rules, gloves
off, fight to the death.”
MSUM administrators are frequently quoted as
loving the rise in enrollment and hoping for even
more in years to come. If they have any hope to
do so, they need to start thinking of the students
who are not “traditional” students. Thinking about
the students who want an education as much as the
rest of them but simply have chosen to keep their
learning environment separate from their living
environment.
I want to wake up for class an not immediately be
burdened by rushing through my morning to make it
before someone else and finding that everyone had
the same idea. There is no reason that we should
have to end up running for our classes to make it on
time because it took 40 minutes to find a spot within
walking distance to campus. There is no reason that
we should be afraid to leave during a break to hit up
our bank because we happened to get a spot that day
and it will inevitably be gone when we return. All
this does is cause undue problems and stress in our
lives and much loathed headaches as the big bonus.
Not to mention the winter time in which the
school decides it is a great idea to use the commuter
lots to pile up the snow, cutting off many of the
very few spots we have as a whole. Whose brilliant
idea was that? There are plenty of companies that
happily take snow piles out of the city, to places
where it doesn’t get in everyone’s way, for a
reasonable price. Being an institution for furthering
the education of the country’s future, I am certain
that they would have some discounts available to
keep the costs from emptying our wallets.
We each paid the 55 dollars a semester or 110
dollars a year to be able to have a convenience of
parking on campus, and yet many of us will spend
most of our time blocks away, along with the people
who did not have to pay hard earned money for it.
Something needs to be done to bring the parking
situation up to par with the number of students using
the lots, and if it stays stagnant like it has been, there
will be a few more Bison joining the herd which
means a few less Dragons in the weyr.
Sarah Hansen
hansensar@mnstate.edu

Think about it: A short response to the
column “Confessions of a single man.”
We women are such huntresses and demons to the
race called man that not one could survive our teeth
and claws as we toss them into the fiery pits of hell,
known as the “friend zone.”
We set our standards so high upon the mountain;
romance, flowers, adventure, a bad side, a good
side, passion, smart and funny. How could one
single man overcome all these obstacles in order to
gain the compassion of a woman’s heart?
These poor men, subjected to the wrath of broken
hearts, living in a world of heartless monsters. They
have to give up what makes them men in order to
accommodate the demands of bitchy females.
Give me a break! What makes men think that
women don’t work just as hard or have just as many
standards to overcome when it comes to finding that
one single man?
Females have to live up to men’s expectations
just as much.
Do you think any one woman would get a second
or even a first glance from a man if they do not put
an effort into their looks?
It would be a beautiful sight to behold if they did.
The media is full of hot young bodies, liposuction,
plastic surgery and products to make us want stay
ahead of the game when it comes to our looks alone.
We have to be the sweet and light speaking Judy
Cleavers’ of the world. We need to be funny, smart,

adventurous, quirky, sweet, sexy and worthwhile.
It no longer surprises me that single women are
embracing the independent life over subjecting
themselves to the demands of men.
Maybe in those special few relationships, it is
the man working harder over the woman or vice
versa, but in reality, both sexes work equally as
hard to find their cheesy happily ever after. We
all have standards, but when that one comes along
the standards that were set end up melting away
into nothing. We them forget because we found
something special.
Instead of standards we should keep an open
mind to everyone and look for what makes them
their own unique person. Besides, no one could ever
fit all the requirements.
And finally I hope you, the reader, realizes its not
about winning the game and getting a trophy. It is
simply about working and loving and being a team
player in this thing called a relationship.
Sarah Henning
henningsa@mnstate.edu

Confessions of an empowered woman
I am not a feminist. I do not usually step onto my soapbox to
advocate against sexism. I allow men to open doors for me if they
choose to and will thank them rather than rant that I can open a door
myself. I admit that I would prefer for a man to pursue me in matters
of romance. But when a man’s pursuit of a woman’s heart is referred
to as a “conquest,” even I have to take a stand.
In the most recent issue of The Advocate, Ross Peterson took the
time to express his “plight” as a single man, citing the difficulties of
technology and the disposition of women as why men remain emptyhanded when walking across campus.
Mr. Peterson’s article offends in several ways. In naming girlfriends
a “conquest,” he refuses to allow single men to own any responsibility.
The generalizations in the article seem to be rooted from a personal
experience with one woman, or maybe a handful of women, rather
than an accurate portrayal of the sex.
He begins his argument claiming single men fail in their pursuit
of romance because technology fails to provide the means to find a
girlfriend. Social networking sites no longer sort their users based on
who is single or in a relationship, or as Mr. Peterson calls it, “tainted.”
What I gathered from the argument was that, because Facebook
continues to increase privacy for its users, Facebook stalking is
increasingly difficult.
Mr. Peterson then spends the rest of the article blaming women:
women throw men easily into the “friend zone” and ask way too much
from the men they date. Women are listed as “greedy” and setting
the bar at “astronomical levels where men have to give up everything
they’re doing to tend to every want and need of their significant other.”
Few women actually fit this stereotypical profile Mr. Peterson
describes and if women are really like this, why is there such a want
for single men to be in a relationship?
Women, according to Mr. Peterson, don’t care about the
aforementioned “plight” because, as he says “women don’t have to
do the work” in what he refers to as suckering the “prey” into “the
ultimate trap,” further demeaning the relationship process by implying
it is a hunt.
I think the notion that women don’t have to do the work is
preposterous. The last time I checked, relationships require a
connection to develop, which means that the woman has to be
interested in the man and vice versa. The thought is accurate if we
also follow the stereotype that men are pigs who will follow around
anything with a pulse.
If we are to progress and make romantic connections between the
sexes easier to develop, the generalizations need to stop. We also need
to accept that it’s ok to be single. You are a wonderful person as you
are and, once you own that wonder, you can truly commit and become
desirable to another person.
Mr. Peterson’s opinion is flawed because it implies friendship
with a woman is unacceptable. A man needs to have a girlfriend and
girl friends are undesired. This mindset can only shut out people;
by refusing to accept friendships we have the potential to miss great
connections. They may not be romantic, but that doesn’t mean they
are devalued.
And frankly, if I were a single woman, I would be unwilling to give
anyone who was looking for nothing but a girlfriend a chance.
So single men, and single women, I have some advice for you:
be happy with who you are and don’t spend your time looking for
something, because “the hunt” is an illusion and the sooner you
realize this, the sooner you will actually find what you are looking for.
Brianna Brickweg
brickwegbr@mnstate.edu
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Admissions staff targets potential students’ interests
BY STEPHANIE ENTINGER
Staff Writer

The MSUM admissions staff
doesn’t have a specific motto
when it comes to recruiting
potential students, but they
do believe in giving every
potential student a one-on-one
experience that will stay in
their minds.
In order to increase and
maintain incoming fall class
size, the admissions office has
stayed on top of technology and
made the application process
more personal for potential
students.
With a little over 70,000 high
school seniors in their prospect
pool, the admissions office
has to find and target students
interested in MSUM to get the
new enrolled fall 2011 class
at about 2,100 students, which
includes 1,300 freshmen and
800 new transfer students.

One of the admissions
office’s goals is to identify
every student that has even
a remote interest in MSUM,
said Jeremy Johnson, interim
director of admissions. The
office stays connected with
interested students through
texting, e-mail, phone calls
and by assigning admission
counselors. This follows what
Johnson calls intentional
recruiting. The majority of
students come from Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, and
Wisconsin. Those regions are
targeted, although Montana and
Iowa are part of the strategic
mailings. The admissions
office focuses on students that
show an interest in MSUM.
At college fairs, MSUM
admission counselors have an
edge when prospective students
fill out forms.
“To my knowledge, we
are one of the only colleges

that have what we call laptop
entry where students are using
laptops instead of pen and paper
and we are the only school that
brings the Internet with us,”
Johnson said. “So as soon as
a student hits submit, we are
immediately contacting them
via e-mail and texting.”
Admissions
counselors
contact interested students.
Each counselor is assigned
potential students by region.
They are then able to make
a personal connection with
potential students.
Admissions counselors are
also assigned transfer students
that make up about one-third
of the incoming fall class,
Johnson said. These students
are included in the same
process as freshman students.
After each college fair,
interested students receive
a follow-up phone call from
an MSUM student. Potential

Jessi Neels-Erickson / The Advocate

Interim Director of Admissions Jeremy Johnson gives a presentation to
potential students during MSUM Visiting Days, held Nov. 4 and 5. This year’s
event hosted more attendees than in years past.

students want to hear from
the admissions counselors and
currently enrolled students,
Johnson said. These employed
students are able to give a more

personal and detailed account
of being a MSUM student.
“Ultimately all of our
communication is really driving
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Karki named November’s multicultural student of the month
BY AMANDA REDDY
Staff Writer

Bibhusha Karki, an MSUM
senior from Nepal, has been
named the November 2010
Multicultural Student of the
Month.
Karki
is
majoring
in
international studies with an
emphasis in development and

Bibhusha Karki

a minor in economics. She is
interested in the issues of human
rights, women’s rights and
diversity.
Karki has been a champion for
diversity in student senate, rallied
to lower health insurance costs
for international students and is
now planning an event to raise
awareness about the recent flood
in Pakistan.
When Karki moved here from
Nepal in 2008, she went through
culture shock like many other
international students.
“The first month was very
tough,” Karki said. “But everyone
who comes here for the first
year is nervous. They are going
through the same phase. We are
all leaving our home, and there’s
uncertainty.”
She believes the way to ease
this uncertainty is through
involvement.
“The more we get involved and
take interest in being part of the
MSUM family, the better results
we have,” Karki said.
Karki holds the position
of diversity chair in MSUM’s

student senate.
“Diversity isn’t just culture,
caste, or religion,” Karki said.
“Different people have different
thoughts. That’s also a part of
diversity.”
Her committee is responsible
for organizing diversity week
and advocating for diversity on
campus. She feels the easiest way
to learn and promote this value is
by getting to know people from
different walks of life.
“There is diversity here,
especially for a small school,”
Karki said. “I want to be an
example for other students, not to
be like, ‘no, I’m from a different
background,’ and not mixing
up with students from other
backgrounds. The more you mix
up, the more you learn.”
Karki is also an advocate for
international students like herself.
Last year Karki rallied for
lowered health insurance costs
and more benefits for international
students. International students
did not have choices for healthcare
and could only use their required
health insurance at Hendrix.

Many were racking up
thousands of dollars in medical
bills while living elsewhere in the
summer or on vacation. They also
had no option for dental services
and health insurance would not
cover the transport of a student’s
body back to their home country
if they died in the U.S.
Karki, with support from the
student senate, President Edna
Szymanski and student senate
adviser Warren Wiese was able to
get the costs lowered with added
benefits like a dental option for
international students.
“She gives it all,” said Jered
Pigeon, program coordinator for
multicultural affairs at MSUM.
“She has always shown a passion
and enthusiasm in all of her
efforts. You can even hear it in
her voice.”
Pigeon nominated Karki to be
the Multicultural Student of the
Month.
Karki has also been planning
an event to raise awareness about
the floods in Pakistan this past
July.
“Despite affecting over 20
million people, the media didn’t
cover it much at all,” Karki said.
“Haiti was big, but what about
Pakistan?”
The informational night will

focus on the people in Pakistan,
how the flood has affected them,
its implications and why the
media didn’t cover it.
“It was only covered on Al
Jazeera, a little bit on BBC, but
not much here at all,” Karki said.
“Anderson Cooper covered it
for five minutes, before a report
about Angelina Jolie came on.”
Speakers for the night will
be Professor Lee Vigilant from
the sociology department and
Professor Camilla Wilson from
mass communications. Time and
location for this event will be
posted soon.
Karki said she has always been
inspired by something her high
school teacher used to recite to
her:
“Our life is the message we
give to the world.”
Karki’s life is telling the world
“that one person can make an
impact on the well-being of many
students,” Pigeon said. “She is
very involved in the campus and
seeks to educate and empower
students alike and not alike.”

Reddy can be reached at
reddyam@mnstate.edu
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Ratemyprofessors.com receives mixed reviews
BY CHARLY HALEY
Copy Editor

Whether it’s to criticize, to seek
guidance or simply out of curiosity,
students and teachers are visiting
ratemyprofessors.com.
Ratemyprofessors.com is a
website that allows college students
to publicly evaluate their professors
by posting ratings and comments
online. Over 6,000 colleges and
universities are represented on the
website, including MSUM.
There are a variety of reasons
why students use ratemyprofessors.
com.
“It’s really helpful,” junior Kirby
Price said. “It is basically a decisionmaker for me.”
Price said he checks the website
almost every semester before he
signs up for classes, particularly to
look at the evaluations of professors
for classes he has to take that are
not within his major, because he is
unfamiliar with them.
“I’ve visited it,” sophomore Britt
Lazur said, “because I’ve wanted to
see, with the professors that I was

already signed up for, what I was
getting myself into.” Lazur visits the
website about once a semester, but
unlike Price, she visits the website
after she registers for classes to get
an idea of what she should prepare
for in the upcoming semester.
Lazur also said that she has
visited the website when she was
having a negative experience with
a professor, to see what other
students thought. She said it was
reassuring to see that other students
were displeased with the professor’s
teaching style, and that she was not
the only one who felt that way.
Price and Lazur have each posted
on the website once.
“I would only post on there if it
was an extreme case,” Lazur said.
Both Price and Lazur said that
the most helpful evaluations are
those that are specific in describing
the pros and cons of a professor.
Evaluations that simply say whether
or not the reviewer liked the teacher
without any reasoning or description
of the professor’s teaching style are
considered less helpful.
While many students do use

ratemyprofessors.com, there are
also reasons why several students
choose not to.
“If I need to know anything about
a professor, I usually ask people if
they’ve had them,” senior Bethany
Tickle said, “or if I have to take
the class anyway, I just figure it’s
best not knowing if they’re good or
bad because it’s the only professor
available.”
Because the website is public,
the evaluations on ratemyprofessors.
com are not only available to
students, but are also viewed by
professors.
“Maybe once every six months
or so, I take a look, mostly out of
curiosity,” said philosophy professor
Randy Cagle, Ph. D.
“Occasionally
there
are
comments that I find helpful,”
Cagle said. “If I found a consistent
complaint or recommendation
that popped up a lot about how
I could do something better, then
sure, I would consider doing things
differently in accordance with those
recommendations.”
Computer science professor

Daniel Brekke, Ph. D. said he had
visited the website “strictly out of
curiosity.”
Unlike Cagle, Brekke does not
use the website as an evaluation
tool. He said the website isn’t
an accurate representation of the
students’ opinion because the
comments he sees posted are “few
and far between,” and those that are
posted are usually by students that
have an extreme opinion, which
does not accurately represent all
students.
Cagle also addressed that the
comments on the website can be
extreme.
“I think that students who bother
to log on to the site and write a
paragraph or two about my teaching
are students who probably feel
strongly one way or the other,”
Cagle said. “I’ve noticed that the
comments tend to be either very
positive or very negative; the center
tends to vanish a little bit.”
Similarly to Price and Lazur,
Cagle said that specific reviews are
the most helpful.
“Praise is nice and praise is

Area colleges unite over swing dancing

Chris Franz / Photo Editor

Derek Berglund and Brooke Degerman (right) give swing dance instructions to over 50 tri-college students at Knudson Center at Concordia. The
Campus Entertainment Commission hosts the swing dance night once a semester, and the same dancing community can be found at the Avalon in
Fargo on Tuesday nights at 8:30 p.m. Students get in for $5.

ADMISSIONS CONT.
the student to come and visit,”
Johnson said. “We feel that if
we can get a student to visit our
campus, we have a very good
chance of that student realizing
what an amazing place MSUM
is.”
Few
people
haven’t
encountered
a
Dragon
ambassador giving a tour to
a potential student.
These
students talk about their
personal experiences with
classes and with faculty and
staff. Dragon ambassadors give
tours every school day at 9:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Each student
that tours campus receives a
hand-written note from the
ambassador that gave the tour.
Potential students also
have the option of talking to
a professor in their chosen

degree on the day they visit
campus.
“The prospective students
that meet with faculty have time
and time again said that was
one of the deciding factors for
them,” Johnson said. Faculty
are not always available to
meet with students although
the admissions office tries to
honor student’s requests.
These faculty and campus
tours are typically a private
school model. It gives MSUM
a more personal feel and that
is usually the selling feature of
MSUM.

Entinger can be reached at
entingst@mnstate.edu

flattering, but sometimes specific
comments about specific things that
I do or fail to do are most helpful,
and that’s what I look for here,”
Cagle said.
English
professor
Laura
Fasick, Ph. D. never looks at
ratemyprofessors.com, because she
believes it is a website “for students,
by students.”
“It’s not something that I would
feel comfortable doing (visiting the
website), because it seems as though
it’s something that the students
aren’t expecting me to participate in
or to look at,” Fasick said. “I tend to
think of it as a conversation that I’m
not meant to be a part of.”
Fasick, Cagle and Brekke
compared ratemyprofessors.com to
the student evaluations distributed
at the end of every semester.
“I think the more important thing
is the student evaluations,” Brekke
said, “because the entire class would
fill that out.”
“Sometimes students will write
more on ratemyprofessors than they
will on their in-class evaluations of
their instructors,” Cagle said. “I’ve
noticed that perhaps they feel as if
they have more time, or perhaps
they feel as if it’s more anonymous.
So I find it helpful in ways that
I don’t always find the standard
evaluation process to be.”
“As far as professors are
concerned, I would feel as though
a website like ratemyprofessors is
almost unnecessary,” Fasick said,
because the student evaluations
are meant to provide feedback to
teachers.
Lazur disagrees with Fasick’s
opinion, saying that she thinks it
would be helpful for professors to
use ratemyprofessors.com as one of
many self-evaluation tools.
According to Price, Tickle
and Cagle, the popularity of
ratemyprofessors.com seems to
be declining among students at
MSUM.
“It needs to be known, especially
to incoming freshmen,” Price said.
“It’s not as popular, just because
people don’t talk about it like they
did when I first came to college.”
Although there are several
different opinions regarding
ratemyprofessors.com, students and
professors can check out the website
for themselves, and for even more
information can visit the website’s
recently added Facebook page.
Haley can be reached at
haleych@mnstate.edu
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Magical, larger-than-life children’s show opens at MSUM
BY BRIANNA BRICKWEG
Staff Writer

MSUM theater’s children’s
show, “The Frog Princess,”
opens tomorrow for visiting
elementary schools.
“The Frog Princess” is about
a queen who is retiring from
the throne and has to choose
which of her three sons will
take over. She sends her sons
into the woods to find a bride.
The princesses must complete
tasks to see who will be the next
queen.
The show has two casts, Padda
and Leeu. There is an African
essence to the story and the casts
were named after animals in the
Afrikaans language of South
Africa, Padda meaning frog and
Leeu meaning lion.
Meagan Kedrowski, senior,
directs the show. She has guestdirected and directed before

at Brainerd High School after
earning her associate’s at Central
Lakes College. Kedrowski also
performed in the children’s
show, “Pinocchio,” last year.
“I love children’s theater,”
Kedrowski said. “I think that
children being exposed to the
arts is really important because it
helps with education and it helps
round out their life experience.”
The children’s show is
supposed to be presentational
and larger-than-life. The actors
are asked to be big and bold.
“It still has the professional
aspect because we are doing the
background work,” sophomore
Josie Liebenow said. “We’re
still doing research about our
characters and thinking about the
different choices they’d make
and have to adhere to those.”
Liebenow plays the tutor in the
Leeu cast.
“You’d think that a children’s

show would be a lot easier to
do,” sophomore Nikko Raymo
said. “But you really have to
hone in on who’s your audience
and your audience is, like, 10
and under. It’s a hit or miss with
them. You really have to get
their attention right away; their
attention span is really short and
you have to be animated and
bold.” Raymo plays Sacha in the
Padda cast.
Kedrowski, who enjoys
physical embodiment while
acting, has incorporated animal
exploration and physicality into
the show to bring things to life
on a bigger scale.
Each character in the play has
an animal that represents his or
her character. Animal exploration
uses exercises, theater games
and other types of explorations
in order to take characteristics
from the animal that represents
his or her character and apply it

to the performance.
“It’s that mirror image of
trying to put that animal into
yourself,” Kedrowski said.
An example of this is
the character Boris, who is
represented by a wild warthog.
He stalks around angrily and
when he gets really angry he
snorts.
Raymo says it’s different
working with a director who is
also a peer.
“You kind of have to leave
the friendship at the door and be
professional about it,” Raymo
said.
Liebenow thinks Kedrowski
knows what she’s doing and has
a firm grip on what the show is
about.
“I know she takes her work
very seriously and she has high
expectations of us, but nothing
more than we can achieve,”
Leibenow said. “And she knows

that if we try hard enough and
keep focus that we can do well
enough. I trust her input, I take
all her notes.”
Kedrowski
encourages
audiences of all ages to attend
the show.
“I think the show has a lot of
really good morals for children
that aren’t slap-you-in-the-face,
shove-down-your-throat type of
morals and there are a lot of
magical moments,” Kedrowski
said.
The show has two public
performances on Nov. 20, The
Leeu cast will perform at 1 p.m.
and the Padda cast will perform
at 4 p.m.

Brickweg can be reached at
brickwegbr@mnstate.edu

No Shave November raises money for LiveStrong
BY LAURELLEE LOFTSGARD
Staff Writer

No Shave November (also
known as Movember) let’s
men’s facial hair do the talking
while raising money for a cause.
Movember, with “mo” being
the slang for moustache, started
in Australia in 2003. It challenges
men to raise awareness for
men’s health by being cleanshaven Nov. 1, and growing out
their moustache and facial hair
for the entire month.
Men in Australia didn’t begin
with the intent of raising money,
but realized the “power of the
moustache” and started giving
to charities in 2004. Year after
year they expanded to the U.S.,
U.K., Canada, New Zealand,
Ireland, Spain, South Africa,
Netherlands and Finland.
By not shaving, the U.S.
donations help fund the prostate
cancer foundations and Lance

Armstrong’s
LiveStrong
campaign which helps surviving
cancer patients and families who
are battling through it.
One group on campus
following suit is Student Senate.
Tyler Anderson is part of
their no shave team, named the
Fighting Mongooses, and thinks
it’s a great and easy way to raise
money for a couple of really
great causes.
“For me, it was an excuse
not to shave for a month, but
I’ll jump at any opportunity to
raise money for charity by being
lazy,” Anderson said.
Though this is the first year
they have participated as an
organization, Student Senate
President Allan Branstiter has
been growing facial hair since
puberty, perhaps before, “I am
Filipino, so we have a tendency
to grow a childhood moustache.”
The Fighting Mongooses are

more than happy to take on more
team members to help out.
Branstiter said, “I would like
to see more members step up
their efforts a bit. There are far
too many beards and not enough
moustaches. Any boy can grow
a beard; it takes a gentleman
to maintain a well-groomed
Schnurrbart.”
They’re planning on setting
up tables soon with donations
boxes so that anyone can stop

by, drop some money in, ask
some questions and “stroke the
‘ol cheek fur.”
Anderson said, “Within the
next couple of weeks I’d expect
to see some dudes with gnarly
face carpets sitting behind tables
begging for money.”
If anyone would like to become
involved, talk to Anderson or
Branstiter in the Student Senate
office or through e-mail.
So, even though it’s almost a

the

Feminist
case

against

week into the month, it’s never
too late to start growing some
facial hair. Here’s a reason to
be lazy and not shave, be able to
sleep in that much longer each
day, while also helping raise
money for great causes.

Loftsgard can be reached at
loftsgard@mnstate.edu

Minnesota State University
Moorhead
Thursday, Nov. 11, 2010
7:00-9:00pm
Comstock Memorial Union
Room 101
Sponsored by MSUM
Collegians for Life

abortion

Go to pracs.com to ﬁnd research studies that best ﬁt your schedule.
We have research studies on weekdays and also weekends. Many
Dermatology studies do not require overnight stays or blood
collections. Many of these research studies you can even be on
certain types of medications. Remember this is Today’s Research
for Tomorrows health care, and now is your chance to make a
diﬀerence and get compensated for your eﬀorts.

pracs.com 1-888-277-7227
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Class inspires recycling campaign
BY JENESSA MCALLISTER
Copy Editor

Recycling is not a passion that
many college students would
claim. But seniors Holly Lavecchia
and Jenny Christen have decided to
channel their devotion to recycling
into an assignment for class.
The Dragon Core class sociology
319: people and the environment,
required groups of students to
conceive an action project based on
sustainability, especially focusing
on MSUM’s campus.
Lavecchia and Christen save
recyclable items from the trash bins
around campus and place them into
the appropriate plastic, aluminum
or glass receptacles.
“Jenny and I are just really
enthusiastic about recycling, so it
was a no-brainer to go in that
direction,” Lavecchia said. “But
the most fun and dorky part is that
we track how much we save over
the two months on a blog.”
The blog, called Recyclination,
includes posts from Lavecchia and
Christen, photos of their findings as
well as general information about
recycling. Recyclination’s tagline is
“Two women, one college campus,
hundreds of trash cans filled with
thousands of recyclables.”
Christen is a graphic design
major, and Lavecchia is an English
and mass communications major,
so the two thought that a blog

would be a good way to marry their
talents.
One of the main stipulations that
they set for the project was that
they would not go out of their way
to save recyclables.
“We don’t alter our daily
routines,” Lavecchia said. “When
we see recyclables in the trash we
just fish them out. The point is
that we don’t go out of our way
or do anything crazy or ridiculous,
we just continue the habits we’ve
established and by quantifying
what we find we’re proving that
it isn’t hard to make a positive
difference.”
One evening, however, they
decided to set out and save as
many recyclables as possible from
campus.
“We wanted to see what it
would look like if we collected a
whole day’s worth of discarded
recyclables,” Lavecchia said.
“It was the one day we
allowed ourselves to stray from
our ordinary paths and collect
misplaced recyclables from places
we don’t usually encounter,”
Christen said. “It was astounding
to see the volume that amassed.
In just two hours we collected 300
recyclables.”
In fact, from their endeavor, they
saved 159 plastic, 133 aluminum
and seven glass items from trash
bins around campus.
This boosted the already-

impressive totals of items that will
now be recycled, rather than sit in
landfills.
After six weeks of keeping track,
the totals have reached 552 plastic,
341 aluminum and 16 glass items.
“We’re focused on making
people aware of their habits, and
changing them for the better,”
Lavecchia said. “The definition of
a habit is something that you do
over a prolonged period of time, so
much that it becomes involuntary.
So if people are throwing away
their recyclables involuntarily,
that’s something that we want to
try and fix.”
Both of the women agree, one
person can make a difference in an
effort such as recycling.
“To those who think singularly,
‘I’m just one person, what
difference does it make,’ we hope
they’ll see what we’ve done and
witness the difference that one or
two people can make, day by day,”
Christen said. “To those who aren’t
aware or could care less about
recycling, we hope that seeing us
being garbage hounds will ignite
mindfulness in what they’re doing
with their ‘trash.’”
The blog is located at www.
recyclination.tumblr.com.

Submitted Photo

McAllister can be reached at
mcallistje@mnstate.edu

MSUM assists student fire victims
BY KELSIE O’KEEFE
Assistant Editor

Jean Sando was in the 42nd
Street and 32nd Avenue area the
night the Galleria apartment fire,
involving 15 MSUM students,
broke out.
“We could see flames shooting
up from the fire,” Sando said. “At
that time we had no idea where the
fire was, but it looked awful.”
Sando, an MSUM faculty
member, took it upon herself to
find out where the fire was located
and who was involved with the
safety of students in mind.
Sando’s actions were motivated
by President Edna Szymanski’s
motto: “Plan for the worst but
hope for the best.” Because of
this dedication to emergency
preparedness, MSUM faculty
quickly and efficiently helped 15
students in their time of need.
Upon finding the fire was in
an apartment complex, Sando
immediately became concerned
that MSUM students may have
been involved. She contacted
Ginny Bair, assistant vice president
of academic affairs, who can
securely access student records in
case of an emergency. Sando’s
quick thinking allowed Bair to
check the system for MSUM
students living at the affected
address and prepare for their return
before they even arrived to classes
the next morning.
“I knew that these students
would be facing many challenges
and I wanted to make sure that
the university was able to provide
them assistance as quickly as
possible,” Bair said.
That evening Bair also sent this
information to Warren Wiese, vice
president of student affairs and
Diane Solinger, vice president for
enrollment management.

Wiese, Solinger and Bair
divided the list of students affected
and began calling to see how
they were, what they needed and
offered to be their main contact.
Staff members in the academic
affairs offices and throughout
campus quickly worked to get
messages out to instructors and
to gather resource information to
assist the students.
Sherry Estrem, the student
affairs administrative assistant,
sent e-mails to every professor that
had an impacted student enrolled in
one of their classes to ask them to
try and accommodate their needs
as the administration learned more
about the students’ situation. She
also contacted the parking office to
let them know that some students’
cars were destroyed and may
need replacement permits, called
the Dragon ID office to inform
them that some students would
need replacement IDs, which were
given at no charge. She also let
all of the students know about the
services available through the Red
Cross.
Every student affected had a
personal appointment with director
of financial aid Carolyn Zehren
or an assistant director, with the
exception of one international
student who is not eligible for
financial aid.
Faculty assessed immediate
needs of each of the students,
initially for books and computers,
and worked to see if there was any
additional aid available to cover
expenses as a result of the fire.
The bookstore, supervised by
Kim Samson, allowed students to
use books that will be returned
at the end of the semester, at no
charge. Students needing books
for more than one semester or
books for their major they intend to

keep, as well as students who lost
computers and had no insurance
coverage, grant or scholarship
funds were advanced to them to
replace books, art supplies and
computers lost in the fire.
“Kim Samson gets a lot of credit
for working so hard on behalf of
the students,” Solinger said. “She
was great.”
Some students moved to
campus housing for the remainder
of the semester. They are allowed
a lease only for the remainder of
the semester if they choose, due to
the situation.
Wiese worked with the staff at
the Affinity Plus Federal Credit
Union on campus to set up a fund
that people could donate money
to in order to assist students
financially. So far the fund has
brought in $780. Affinity Plus
plans to match all donations to
the fund. Donations can be sent to
Affinity Plus Federal Credit Union
under “galleria fire student fund
donation.”
Initially, Bair was only able to
find about half of the students
involved in the fire through the
directory. This situation is a good
example of why it’s so important
for students to make sure to keep
their local address updated. MSUM
faculty has shown their willingness
to help in these situations and
keeping your address updated
further helps them.
“While the outcome certainly
wasn’t the best, we are all so very
relieved it was not the worst,”
Sando said. “I’m also very glad
that MSUM has taken steps to be
able to respond in emergencies
whether on campus or offcampus.”
O’Keefe can be reached at
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Cycling challenge makes 1,000 miles possible

Jessi Neels-Erickson / The Advocate

Jaci Quamme, Angie Lindquist, Kylee Vaughn and Josh Ridler warm up during the cycling class Tuesday at the Wellness Center. The class is held eight times a week Monday through Thursday.
BY MICHAEL SMITH
Sports Editor

Students pedal toward prizes
as the Wellness Center is in the
midst of its 1,000-mile cycling
challenge.
Anyone with a membership to
the Wellness Center is welcome
to sign up for the cycling classes

that meet eight times a week.
When signing up, patrons
are given a log that is marked
by the trainer at the conclusion
of each session, validating the
number of miles earned toward
the challenge.
“The classes are really
nice,” said Steven Guilfoile,

Silverado:
November 12

interim coordinator of fitness
and special programs for the
Wellness Center. “You can go
(into any class) and get a fullbody workout in 45 minutes.
There is nothing to get distracted
from.”
The 1,000-mile challenge is
just one of many special events
at the Wellness Center geared
toward students on campus.
“The residence halls were the
main thing that we were focused
on originally, trying to get the
participation up,” Guilfoile said.
Since February, the number
of residence hall students using
the Wellness Center has jumped
from 30 to 46 percent with the
use of special events like the
1,000-mile and residence hall
challenges.
Pitting dorms against one
another, the residence hall
challenge awards students
representing their hall with points
for working out in a number of

different ways including signing
up and participating in the 1,000mile challenge.
“There is a lot more
(participation) than last year,
the classes have been really
full lately,” said Ali Ramaeker,
cycling trainer.
“Almost
everyone (in the cycling class)
participates in the challenge.”
The cycling class is sure
to fluctuate as five different
certified instructors teach it
during the week.
“I get bored a lot,” Ramaeker
said. “I change it every two to
three weeks.”
A video is played during the
class that is from the pointof-view of a rider to give the
cyclists a more natural feeling.
“The people that want to get
something out of it, they can,”
Guilfolie said. “The classes are
tailored for people to put in what
they want to get out of it.”
The challenge runs through

April 1, so there is plenty of
time for latecomers to reach the
1,000-mile mark.
“Literally, anyone that signs
up for it today can still get to
1,000 miles,” Guilfoile said.
The prizes for the challenge
differ based on the amount
of miles you ride prior to the
deadline. A Globe Vienna
Commuter Bike is the prize for
the ultimate winner.
“Everyone who has 1,000 by
April will have an equal chance
to win the bike,” Guilfoile said.
“The other prizes are much easier
to get. We pretty much have an
unlimited supply of them.”
The Great Northern Bicycle
Company has donated water
bottles,
pedometers
and
helmets for those who reach
the designated milestones. The
drawing for the prizes will be
April 4.
Smith can be reached at
smithmi@mnstate.edu
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Tvrdik chosen for
All-Conference Team
BY MICHAEL SMITH
Sports Editor

Sports
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Rugby shows soft side
BY KATELYN WIGMORE
Staff Writer

Senior Laura Tvrdik has
been named to the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
All-Conference Team for the
second year in a row.
Tvrdik, who got her 1,000th
kill earlier in the year, has 267
kills this season along with 87
blocks.
Sophomore Heidi Lensing
was placed on the AllConference honorable mention
list. Earlier in the week,
Lensing was named NSIC
offensive player of the week
as she was instrumental in the
Dragons’ recent upset No. 2
Minnesota Duluth.
She led the Dragons with 59
total kills in 14 sets played this
past week.
Lensing also leads the team
in kills (325) this season.
The
Dragons
(14-12,
10-8 NSIC) try to expand
their
current
two-game
winning steak finishing their
season with two final home
conference games this Friday
and Saturday before heading
into the conference tournament
that starts on Nov. 18.
Smith can be reached at
smithmi@mnstate.edu

Christina Sepulveda / The Advocate

Some stats taken from
www.msumdragons.com

MSUM hosted the prom dress rugby tournament Saturday. Both the women’s
rugby team and members of the former men’s team participated in the event.

With skirts flying, the MSUM
women’s rugby team competed in the
eighth annual prom dress tournament.
Despite the November chill, teams
from NDSU, Concordia, UND and
Bemidji State University came to take
part in the tournament Saturday at
Nemzek Field.
“It went great, a little unorganized
but that is to be expected,” team captain
Amy Curtiss said. “There was no
pressure today, you just play to have
fun and the teams are all friends as
they’re local.”
Friends and family huddled in
blankets cheering on the players and
stood around laughing, eating and
taking pictures.
“(It was nice) seeing all the fans that
came out to watch and learn about
rugby, if they don’t already know
about it,” junior Jessie Schwanke said.
“I loved playing even more with my
family out there watching me, it’s
always more fun playing if you have
people watching and supporting rather
than if just two teams are playing.”
“We’re running around in old prom
dresses with feathers flying everywhere,
what more can you ask for?” Curtiss
said.
The women’s rugby team ended
their season 3-4.
Wigmore can be reached at
wigmoreka@mnstate.edu

Sporting
ideas
needed
The Advocate is looking to
do stories featuring people who
participate in non-traditional
sports such as but not limited to:
•Bowling
•Boxing
•Taekwondo
•Mixed Martial Arts
•Skateboarding
•Curling
•Cross country skiing
•Video game competitions
•Auto racing
•Horse racing
•Rodeo
•Dance
•Paint ball
Please contact sports editor
Michael Smith at smithmi@
mnstate.edu if you or someone
you know participates in a
non-traditional sport and
would be interested in a story.

Rugby club appeals possible suspension
BY KATELYN WIGMORE
Staff Writer

The MSUM men’s rugby
team is facing a three-year
suspension for unruly behavior
at the AmericInn in Rogers,
Minn., during a trip to the AllMinnesota Rugby Tournament
back in September.
Alcohol was a factor as beer
cans were found in a couple
of the garbage cans. The students who were involved in
the incident no longer play on

the team, which was officially
suspended on Nov. 5.
Captain
Billy
“Chia”
McDonald says they will be
appealing to the vice president
of student affairs, Warren
Wiese, and the team hopes to
remain an MSUM club team.
JoDee Anderson, chair of
student organization advisory
committee, which gave the
team the suspension, and
Wiese were both unavailable
for comment.
The team was funded by

the school but will no longer
receive or be able to ask for
money.
“We will be (practicing).”
McDonald said. “For now we
are a city club team practicing
off campus. We hold no affiliations to the school.”
See next week’s Advocate
for a full up-to-date story on
the situation.
Wigmore can be reached at
wigmoreka@mnstate.edu
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VETERANS, FROM FRONT
supply sergeant, and did convoy
escort missions back and forth
to Iraq. He would typically drive
overnight, for their personal
safety, and had to be constantly
alert for signs of danger.
“I remember crossing the
border for the first time, from
Kuwait into Iraq,” Naab said.
“I was just tense, gripping the
steering wheel, waiting for
something.”
Naab was required to regularity
complete drills to make sure his
battalion knew what to do if they
encountered a roadside IED. He
faced his fair share of danger, but
luckily, faced no major attacks,
and lost no one from his battalion.
The fearful feelings after
deployment linger, affecting
the minds of most veterans on
a permanent scale. Naab and
Butler both are putting their
experience to use, by pursuing
majors that allow them to help
veterans reintegrate into society
after deployment.
“I guess the worse the
experience you have, the harder
it is to deal with life back here,”
Naab said. “The first soldiers
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that came over here, they were
kicking down doors, and can
have a lot harder time dealing
with things. When I was here,
things slowed down, and had
mostly moved to Afghanistan. It
just depends on what you see, and
what you experience.”
The life of a veteran is no easy
task, from deployment to their
return.
Roseth can be reached at
rosethke@mnstate.edu

Crossword compiled
by Matthew Beckman,
Multimedia Editor.
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I wish to extend a sincere
thank you to the voters
of District 9a!
you can expect me to
continue working hard for
the best interests of our
district, region, and state.

Representative
Morrie Lanning
Prepared and paid for by the Lanning for State Representative Committee,
4307 S. River Haven Rd., Moorhead, MN 56560.
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